INTRODUCTION
The optical model provides a general basis and powerful means for describing the interaction of nuclear particles involved in elastic scattering as weIl as in more complicated processes. A wide class of analyses of experimental data aims at a phenomenological determination of strengths, detailed shapes and energy dependence of the three nuclear components of the optical potential, the real central, imaginary and spin-orbit potential, the last term arising from the coupling between the spin and the orbital angular momentum of the incident particle.
For complex particle scattering, studies of this type are concerned with the question of uniqueness of the potential shapes extracted from the experimental observations, that means with discrete and continuous ambiguities of the phenomenologically determined parameter values and with some "model dependence"
due to the anticipated global forms used. Considering a particular case the question arises which radial parts of the potentials are sensitively probed by the scattering data and weIl determined by the measured differential cross sections covering a particular angular range at a particular energy of the projectile. These aspects have been discussed extensively in recent studies, especially for a-particle scattering /1,2/, considering also effects due to two-step processes like inelastic scattering, stripping and pick-upreactions /3/.
In principle, however, one would liketo relate the optical potential to the fundamental nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction, in an approach systematically including many-body corrections.
Several such microscopic models have been worked out for nucleon-nucleus scattering as weIl as for scattering of complex projectiles. The essential ingredients of these approaches are the proton and neutron density distributions of the interacting particles and the nucleon-nucleon effective interaction in the medium of the two nuclei. Important steps in this direction have been Zum Druck eingereicht am 9.6.1978 -2- attempted by folding models, an approximation essentially based on the first term of a multiple scattering expansion of the (real part of) the optical potential.
There are basically two folding procedures. A single folding takes an adequate (semiempirical) nucleon-nucleus-1 potential and folds it into the density distribution of nucleus-2 /4,5/. A doublefolding starts with an effective nucleon-nucleon inte~action folded into the density of both nuclei /6,7,8/. Some phenomenological adjustments are usually necessary in order to obtain a satisfactory description of the experimental data and to reproduce the strength of the empirically determined real potential. Characteristically the heavy ion scattering folding models in their simplest form overestimate the real potential in the vicinity of the strong absorption radius /9/. Such an observation may put the question to what extent we can trustthe folding models to reproduce even the shape of the real potential or in which way we have to improve the approaches.
In addition to some possible over simplifications of the NN interaction used by the calculations the main effects which are expected to modifiy substantially the calculated potential shapes are exchange terms and antisyrnrnetrization/7,10/and the density dependence of the nuclear interaction /12-15/. Of course, in so far we compare with experimental observations probing only a restricted part of the interaction potentials, the relative importance of such effects depends on the particular cases considered. With increasing overlap of the colliding particles the density dependence is expected to be more dominant while exchange contributions have been shown to be important in low energy scattering /16/.
In the present investigations we are concerned with these questions for the specific cases of 104 MeV a-particle scat-40 48 6. to be explored, which may be done either in purely phenomenological manner or applying semi-microscopic procedures /22/.
A serious examination of whether a spin-orbit interaction is evident from the 156 Mev-6 Li scattering data is not in the scope of the present paper. But we add some calculations with phenomenological or simple "microscopic" forms of a spin-orbit term in order to get a feeling on the influence of such a term and its possible feed-backs to the discussion of the central part.
Throughout in this paper our conclusions on the relative importance of the effects included into the refined folding model procedures (given in sects. 3 and 4) will be based on the comparison with the phenomenological potentials and measured elastic scattering cross sections. It will be shown that in the energy range under consideration exchange effects are of less importance, but not completely negligible. Taking into ac count density dependence, however, is essential. An adequate treatment (sec. 4) will be able to reproduce the phenomenological potentials correctly without the need of substantial renormalization of the microscopically calculated values. This particular result will fit into a current discussion /9, 40, 41/ of the adequate form of the effective interaction in heavy-ion folding models.
Finally, an important aspect of the presented analyses arises from re cent attempts to extract nuclear size information, particularily from a-particle scattering measurements, via folding model approaches /17/.
EXPERIMENTAL DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS AND PHENOMENOLOGICAL

OPTICAL POTENTIALS
The experimental basis of our studies is provided by recent experiments ofelastic scattering of 104 MeV a-particles from 40,48 ca /23,24/ and of 156 MeV 6Li-ions from 40 ca /25/.
As the angular distributions are affected by the phenomena 
The Coulomb potential has been generated by a uniformly charged sphere with radius R = 1.34 A 1 / 3 fm. V10US Y sur aee absorption contributes eonsiderably in the ease of a-partiele scattering. There are numerous attempts of microscopic descriptions for the interaction of composite particles with nuclei, and several different procedures with increasing sophistication have been worked out, in particular for a-particle scattering /4-8,26/. Most calculations are carried out by folding into the target nucleus density distribution PT an effective a-particle-bound-nucleon interaction V p -NT (R p ) which is either taken from phenomenological analyses of nucleon-a-particle scattering at low energy /27/ or itself genera ted by folding a nucleon-nucleon interaction into the a-par-
The latter method is equivalent to a double folding procedure /6/ calculating the leading (simple direct) term of the real part of the optical potential by
where the coordinates used are defined in fig. 3 . The quantities Pp and PT are matter point density distributions of the projectile and the target nucleus, respectively, t(1 NN ) is an effective nucleonnucleon interaction assumed to be density independent in simple calculations. Eq. (3.2) neglects noncentral terms and isospin dependence in the nucleon-nucleon potential. and neutron (n) by
The quantity <k. t > is the ln ,x average internal momentum of the nucleon x in the nucleus in which it is immersed. Eqs. (3.4) have been resolved iteratively.
The resulting nucleon-target and projectile-target nucleon potential are energy dependent via eqs. (3.7).
with E~~and m standing for the center of mass energy and reduced mass in nucleon-nucleus system, V for the Coulomb potential. c wave number corresponding to the Noting again that any influence of a density dependence of the nucleon-nucleon force is included only in the first step calculating the projectile-bound target nucleon and target-projectile nucleon interaction, respectively,and taking t p for the density values of the non-interacting particles, the approach implies that a pronounced density compression does not occur in the overlap region of the colliding nuclei. The influence of this "adiabatic" approximation is compared to a "sudden" approximation in sec . 4 including some improvement in the treatment of the problem. Pm of 48ca to be identical to the proton distribution Pp' and it will turn out that the experimental data do require an increased rms radius of the neutron distribution P n in 48 ca . : lcroscoplC a-par lC ea po en la s ca cu a e using different approaches. Inset: Form factors of presented potentials. P: Antisymmetrization and density dependence effects are included in the nucleon-projectile system (eq. 3.3 and 3.4 a).
T: AntisYmmetrization and density dependence effects are included in the nucleon-target system (eq. 3.1 and 3.4 b).
E: AntisYmmetrization effects are neglected. In fig. 7 the phenomenologically determined optical potential (real part) for a-particle-48 ca scattering (tab.1) is compared to the microscopic potentials of tab. 4 renormalized by the corresponding AR-value of tab. 5. It is evident that in the region which is probed by elastic scattering refined a-particle scattering folding models are able to predict the potential shape.
Finally, in fig. 8 we compare the microscopically calcu- 
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[MeV] Recently, a more refined NN interaction in the framework of a double-folding model of heavy ion scattering has been proposed which seemed to reproduce the real potentials at the strong absorption radii correctly /40/. Although successful in several cases, this form of interaction is actually not able to remove the discrepancies in a-particle and 6Li scattering /41/. In view of the results in the preceding sections a more detailed discussion of the density dependence may shed some light on the problem.
In fact, it has been pointed out that the failure of the single folding model to predict the correct real HI potential is partially due to omission of density dependence effects /44/.
For the ensuring studies we neglect the antisymmetrization term in eg. 3 (justified by the results in tab. 3) and calculate the optical potential by
In a local density approximation the density P appearing in t p may be given by (4.2) so that the inner integral of eg. 4.1 which for m=O (or the "adiabatic" approximation used in sect. 3) is just the free-nucleon target potential, is now dependent on the density Pp of the imbedded projectile nucleons. The factor m(O sm< 1) accounts for the degree of the compressibility of the nuclear matter in the overlap region of the colliding nuclei. Thus, the singlet and triplet interaction is more explicitely written The results displayed in fig. 12 show that the depth of the resulting potential is affected to few percent by the approximation dropping~NN/2 in the argument of PT.
The results of the calculations of the a-particle-4 0ca and 6 Li-40ca potentials (eq. 4.3) using the approximations discussed, chosing m=1 ("sudden" approximation) and fitting the experimental cross sections (see sect. 3.6) are~iven in tab. 8. Por a-particle scattering the best fit requires a normalization factor AR > 1 indicating some overestimation of the saturation effects in the case of m=1, while the adjustment of m=0.5 implies just AR = 1 for the best fit (see tab. 9).
On the other hand, for 6Li-scattering, even by the "sudden" approxima- 0.5 10.
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FOLDED SPIN-ORBIT POTENTIAL FOR ELASTIC 6Li~SCATTERING
The phenomenological analyses of elastic scattering of 6Li from 40ca did not revealvery conclusive information on the presence of a spin-orbit term. In order to get some indication in which way such a term would affect the theoretical cross sections when included to the microscopically calculated potentials Table 9 Optical model best fit parameters for 40Ca (a,a)40ca and 40ca(6Li,6Li)40ca scattering.
Corresponding theoretical differential cross sections' are shown in fig. 13 . where Zd represents the re atlve distance between the deuteron-6 + .
cluster and the a-particle in the Li projectile, x the dlstance between the deuteron cluster and the target nucleus. Using the derivative of Saxon-Woods form for the deuteron-target nucleus spin-orbit potential
Vls ( The influence of the spin-orbit term on the differential cross sections is very small. The asymmetry <i T 11 > predicated for scattering of vector polarized 6Li particles (p=1/13) is shown in fig. 15 . At this storage of the analyses we cannot finally test the importance of the spin-orbit potential for 6Li ion scattering. -33-
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the present state a fully satisfactory theoretical treatement of all contributions to the real part of the microscopic composite particle-target nucleus potential is not in our reach.
Our investigations are based on simple and refined double folding procedures in calculating the real part of the complex-projectile target nucleus potentials for 104 MeV alpha-particle and 156 MeV 6Li elastic scattering from 40,48 ca . The experimental background of our studies is characterized by accurate and precise determinations of the angular distributions which prove to be a necessary prerequisite of any reasonable conclusions on finer effects from comparison of theory and experiment.
In sect. 2 we obtained excellent fits to the experimental data using a modified phenomenological form of the optical potential.
In contrast to the alpha-particle scattering where unambiguous potentials could be determined, for 6Li -40ca scattering several equivalent potentials have been found. In agreement with a simple estimation (eq. 2.3) the microscopic calculations favour the family with UR(r=O)~180 MeV.
Concerning the aspect of nuclear size purely phenomenological analysis only provides information on the optical potentials.
However, one may assume that the difference between the mean-square (ms) radii of the potentials for a_ 48 ca and a_ 40 ca scattering is equal to the difference between the ms radii of the nuclear matter density distributions. From The general difference between the results for a-particle and 6Li-scattering [c) and d)J may partly be due to the fact, that the a-particle is strongly bound in contrast to the 6Li-ion, where the coupling of the dominant break-up channel may influence the elastic scattering channel significantly. In fact, this result supports the conclusions /41/ that 6Li behaves in a way somewhat different than the lighter projectiles.
In order to remove some uncertainty resulting from the chosen nucleon-nucleon interaction we applied the I'new realistic " nucleon- Looking, once more, to the question of extracting nuclear size information by folding model analyses of elastic a-scattering, we like to conclude as folIows:
e) The uncertainties of treating the effective interaction in early folding models have been removed to an important part, so that now influences of the nuclear matter densities chosen clearly come up. In fact, introducing the neutron density distribution P n +N/Z Pp for 48 ca significantly better fits to the experimental da ta have been obtained. This is a decisive argument to use the folding approach in this way to extract nuclear size information particularly neutron density radii from elastic a-particle scattering cross sections.
Finally, some preliminary calculations where phenomenological and semi-mircoscopic spin-orbit potentials were included indicate that for 156 MeV 6Li ion scattering spin-orbit effects are very small.
Concluding, we would like to underline that folded potentials with density dependence effects included are appropriate for description of light complex ion scattering.
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